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URL: http://www.collectorsedgecomics.com/vide URL her

PT 01 RESEARCH | CLIENT
Company Background
Insert any relevant background information about the company. Describe what the company does and
what makes them unique or superior to their competitors
They are a comic book shop that has two locations. They buy and sell comics and collectables. They are
Wisconsin’s largest over-the-counter comics retailer.
Online Goals
Look at the current website and identify the online goal or goals that the company is trying to achieve with
their website. (Examples: Increase sales, build a database, get ranked in search engines, etc.
Let people know about them, that’s all I can gure out, you can’t buy anything on it, so it is used for
knowledge distribution.
Target Market/Desired Target Market Demographics
Identify and describe the target audience. What are the demographics/characteristics or those who may
be frequenting the site
Geeky people who like comic books, manga, and collectibles. They are stereotypically male. Living in the
Milwaukee, WI area
Product/Service Information
They sell comic books and collectables. I hear they have a large back stock in the basement.

Customer View (Image)

"Excellent service from people I trust and a good selection."
"Cool comicbook store, knowledgeable staff and TONS of wellinformed staff picks."
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"Friendly and knowledgable staff."
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PT 01 RESEARCH | THE USER
USER INTERVIEWS
UX research interview questions need to have a structure that allows you to build a knowledge
base and point of context before the design process starts. UX research interview questions can
help you nd out what your user thinks about a design solution and how that solution will work
for them based on their prior experiences. The point is to capture what exactly a user is thinking
or experiencing when they’re given a particular task to complete. Interview 3 people (you can
be one of these three people). Have each of these people review the site and preform a task
using the site. Record their feedback using this document provided.
A. INTRO QUESTIONS:
These questions are aimed to ll in any gaps about the person’s day to da
When do you normally rst use the Internet on a typical day
User 1

Answer: 5 AM

User 2

Answer: on her phone when she wakes up, at 6:30 am to check the news and
email

User 3

Answer: some time in the morning maybe 9

Answer: gmail, news, google calendar

 


User 3
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Answer: Gmail, reddit, new york times, slack, shopping sites like Amazon
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User 2
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Answer: Gmail, outlook, Facebook, Google Drive, Duck Duck Go
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User 1
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What are some of the apps and websites you use the most
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PT 01 RESEARCH | THE PRODUCT
Determining User Expectations And Impressions
Below are some key questions to ask to gather overall feedback and determine a user’s impressions of a
product. During your user research sessions, regardless of the type of product or feature. IF you are
performing your interviews face to face, always pay attention to the user’s facial expressions and body
language.
B. USER EXPECTATIONS AND IMPRESSIONS QUESTIONS
What is your ( rst) impression of this product
User 1

Answer: you can’t see the products

User 2

Answer: it is a comic book retail store in Milwaukee

User 3

Answer: it is cluttered and not sure what he’s looking at

What’s most appealing about this product
User 1

Answer: you know how to pay

User 2

Answer: She likes comics and graphic novels

User 3

Answer: it is kitschy

What’s the hardest part about using this product
User 1

Answer: nothing

User 2

Answer:

User 3

Answer: no visual hierarchy
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Answer: it looks like a geo cities website looks very very dated
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User 3
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Answer: Aesthetically it does not look modern, so her rst thought was if it was from now
or does it still exist?
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User 2
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Answer: that it isn’t hard to use
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User 1
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Was there anything surprising or unexpected about this product
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C. GENERAL TASK-DRIVEN FEEDBACK QUESTIONS
Look up which comics are coming out this week
How would you go about performing [task]
User 1

Answer: clicking on Dimond comics new releases or DC comics new releases

User 2

Answer: click on Diamond comics new releases and click on it. Doesn’t know what
Diamond comics is

User 3

Answer: there is a link on the bottom for new releases

What do you expect to happen if you did this [task]
User 1

Answer: expected it to say Dimond comics new releases, but the dc comics does

User 2

Answer: to see new comics for sale

User 3

Answer: expected it to show a list of the most recent comics and instead brings to a
website that it is not clear what to do

What alternative method would you use or suggest to perform [task]
User 1

Answer: have a third option that has all new releases

User 2

Answer: it would be nice to see some of the new releases on the main screen

User 3

Answer: it would be nice if there was a list on the site that auto updated or a drop down

Was anything surprising or did not perform as expected
User 1

Answer: no

User 2

Answer: didn’t know what diamond comics is, dc comics goes to an external site which
was unexpected

User 3

Answer: it went to a dc comics site and couldn’t use the back link to get back to the
homepage
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D. USER TESTING SPECIFIC TASKS TO ASSESS INTERACTION MODEL
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In addition to the general task-driven questions above, you can ask users to perform very speci c,
scripted tasks. These types of tasks test the usability and comprehension of the products interface. The
purpose of scripted tasks is to nd speci c issues with interaction, validating how the user perceives that
the interface is used and how it actually works. After each task, prompt the user to rate each task/
accomplishment using a series of scaled responses.
USER TASKS:
1. Find the hour
2. Go to the ship lis
3. Buy a comic
RATING SCALE
Not at all Satis ed

Slight
ly
Satis
ed

Neutral

Very
Satis ed

Extremely
Satis ed

USER 1
Task 1

X

Task 2

X

Task 3

X

USER 2
Task 1

x
had to use 2
clicks to get to
them

Task 2
Doesn’t know if they
ship in the store or
where
Task 3

X

USER 3
Task 1

X

Task 2

X still not great,
but a little better
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E. END-OF-SESSION FOLLOW UP QUESTIONS
You can choose to close out the session with a series of summary ux research questions; these let the
user speak their mind or address design aspects of the product
What is your ( rst) impression of this site
User 1

Answer: busy, disorganized, unpleasant, loud, unclear, outdated

User 2

Answer: it is not attractive, doesn’t like to courier new on the top, doesn’t like
purple on orange on the menu, does like Milwaukee, wi with an animated ag
because it draws the eye the most and lets her know where they are located

User 3

Answer: looks very old and ugly and no hierarchy his gaze doesn’t land on
anything in particular

Do you feel this design was made for you? Why or why not
User 1

Answer: No, it’s not very attractive at all and some of the words are very small
and it is not aesthetically pleasing

User 2

Answer: No, as a person who does a lot of online shopping, she uses
squarespace or Shopify and likes to be able to buy things, and if it is just for
information, then the hours and location should be much more visible

User 3

Answer: no it was made in the 90’s and no way to make better sites at that time

What was the one thing you liked the most about the design
User 1

Answer: not much, she know to pay

User 2

Answer: it is very clear that they sell comics

User 3

Answer: if he were going for something intently bad it is a good gimmick

What was the one thing you disliked the most about the design
User 1

Answer: The waving huge American ag is distracting and hates all the different
fonts
Answer: you can’t actually buy the comics on the site, it is the most
dissapointing
Answer: everything has the same visual weight so it is hard to nd any one thing
and everything is the same is dif cult

User 2
User 3
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If you could change one thing about the design, what would it be
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User 1

Answer: make sure that you know how to purchase from the website, or make it
clear wether or not you can

User 2

Answer: Change the menu colors and font

User 3

Answer: radically simplify it, make it a list of links

Would you use this product if the change(s) were made
User 1

Answer: no, she doesn’t like comics so is not the target market

User 2

Answer: have to try it again, if it were easy to buy a comic using the site and
could search for the one she wants, not just look at a list

User 3

Answer: maybe

Do you feel this is something for the desktop? Mobile? Or both
User 1

Answer: neither

User 2

Answer: both

User 3

Answer: desktop

Answer: No

User 3

Answer: no
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User 2
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Answer: no
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User 1
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Would you recommend this to a family member or friend
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USER PERSONA | Comic Book Enthusiast

Drew Brigh
Drew is a busy 26 year old student at Drexel University studying
engineering. He has very little time but when he does, he likes to read
comic books. He loves Brave New World Comics but he often gets
frustrated with the website because it ticks all three of the biggest
frustrations. Drew tends to just call the shop when he wants to nd out if
a new volume that he wants is in stock

GOAL
●
●
●

PAIN POINTS
●
●

●

Introver
Comic enthusias
Game
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FAVORITE APPS
Google | Yelp | Facebook

MOTIVATIONS
●
●
●

Stay informe
Engage in Comic Book
Communit
Accessibility to latest comic
books

e


STATUS:
2
Mal
Engineering studen
Singl

Dedicating too much time to
search for thing
Can quickly get overwhelmed
when presented with a lot of
informed at one tim
Dislike when a resource isn’t
helpful and haphazardly
organized.

fi

AGE:
GENDER:
JOB TITLE:

●
●
●

NEED
Increasing collection
Expanding network of comic
enthusiasts
Increasing knowledge base of
comics

●
●
●

Staying informed of the latest
comic book releases
Making it to the monthly
meetups in the are
Collecting special edition toy
model kits.

QUOT
I have comic books but I don’t have
all day to nd what I need”

TECHNOLOGY KNOWLEDGE
IT Internet
Mobile App
Social Network
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USER PERSONA | Comic Book Resale

Tina Twiste
TIna is co-owner of a thrift store in Cederburg. She spends much of her
time searching for unusual stuff for her store. TIna’s store sells novelty
items ranging from men’s and women’s clothing, home decor and
oddities. She has acquired a love of comics and has quite a large
collection. She has been considering selling some of her collection to
make room for more.

GOALS
●
●
●

●
●
●

NEED

Gaining insight on the value of
her collection
Creating an inventory list of
her current collectio
Expanding her collection

PAIN POINTS

AGE:
GENDER:
JOB TITLE:
STATUS:
Femal
Thrifte
Singl

●
4

Introver
Comic enthusias
Tech savv

●
●

Keeping track of different
serie
Forgetting book launch date
Finding space for more books

MOTIVATIONS
●
●
●

Ease of us
Stay informe
Proactive health

●
●
●

Finding unique comic
Cataloging book collection
Pre-order books to get them
rst

QUOT
“This book is way better than the
movie”

TECHNOLOGY KNOWLEDG
IT Internet
Mobile App
Social Network
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FAVORITE APPS
Google | Yelp | Etsy | Pintrest |
LinkedIn
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USER PERSONA | Comic book and gurine collecto

x

Fiona Appl
Fiona is 31 years old she works in marketing and makes a good living, so
she budgets some money for her hobbies each month She loves all
things geeky and is a collector at heart. Fiona collects comics, manga,
and gurines. She wants to stay up to date with the latest releases and
buy new things easily. She likes to support local businesses.

GOAL
●
●
●

NEED

Keep up to date with the latest
release
Expanding her collectio
Meet other like minded
collectors and join a
community, wants to feel like
she is part of something.

PAIN POINTS
AGE:
GENDER:
JOB TITLE:
STATUS:
Femal
Markete
Singl
●
●
●

●
31

●

●

Doesn’t like hunting for the
information she needs on the
websit
Doesn’t have all the time in
the world to shop because she
is busy with wor
Dislikes when things look ugly

MOTIVATIONS

Geek
Collecto
Otaku

●
●

FAVORITE APPS
Google | Facebook |
Instagra

●

Stay informed
Access to the latest comic
books and collectibles
Likes to buy her favorite series
when it comes out
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QUOT

To know how much things will
cost so she can budget
accordingl
To Know what is coming out/
whe
A way to buy things easily and
see what they have in stock

“I want to stay in the know and
collect them all”

TECHNOLOGY USE
IT Internet
Mobile App
Social Network

USER STORIES

n


●
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uSER PERSONA | Comic Book
Enthusiast

Drew Bright
USER PERSONA | Comic Book
Resale

Tina Twister
USER PERSONA | Comic book

As a comic book enthusiast with very little time to research new
comics, Drew would like to stay informed of the latest comic book
releases.
As an owner of a comic book collection, Tina is looking to gain
insight on the value of her collection with the intention of possibly
selling some of her comic books..
“As a geeky collector, I want to buy online because it’s easier.”

and gurine collecto

Fiona Apple

USER PERSONA | Comic Book Enthusiast

Drew Bright
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SCENARIO 1
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Introduce the Character /
Persona):

Drew is a busy college aged comic enthusiast. He likes to collect
comics, but gets overwhelmed when there is too much information.
He doesn’t have much time to devote to his hobby because he is
very busy and wants to stay informed in an easy way.

PLOT: (Provide Detail to the
user story you created in
previous step):
Resolution (possible ways to
accomplish the goal):

Drew wants to stay up to date with the latest comic book releases
he has very little time, so he wants an easy and fast way to do so.

SCENARIO 2

One solution for Drew is a website where the new releases are
listed that is easy and simple to navigate that will tell him what
comes out when.

USER PERSONA | Comic Book Resale

Tina Twister
Tina is a small business owner who likes comic books. She has a large
collection, but has limited space to store it all. She is very tech savvy

Introduce the Character /
Persona):

Who is the user of our product. Highlight any behavioral
characteristics, stressors or valuable insights about their physical,
mental or technical limitations?

One solution is a site where you can scan or enter in the titles of
your collection and a value will be shown, then an easy way to sell
and ship them to the store would be available

USER PERSONA | Title Goes Here

Fiona Apple
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SCENARIO 3

Tina wants to be able to nd the value of her collection so she can
sell some of her comic books to make room for new ones.

.


PLOT: (Provide Detail to the
user story you created in
previous step):
Resolution (possible ways to
accomplish the goal):
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PLOT: (Provide Detail to the
user story you created in
previous step):

 


Resolution (possible ways to
accomplish the goal):

Fiona is a young professional who is proud of being a geek. She
has many geeky hobbies and is a collector at heart. She has limited
time for research because of her job though. She has money set
aside for her hobbies and is always looking for the next thing. She is
tech-savvy.
Fiona wants an easy way to buy things that she is interested in, like
comic books and collectibles. She wants to support local stores, but
because of the pandemic and limited time, she wants to not shop in
person.
A website where she can see the latest releases and buy them
easily.
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Introduce the Character /
Persona):
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USABILITY TESTING SCORECARD
Yes - I agree with the statement
NO - I do not agree with the statement
Provide comments when necessary.
TOPIC

YE
S

IDENTITY

NO

COMMENTS

The website logo is
prominently place ion the right
top side of the page.
A Proper tagline is used which
clearly states the purpose of
the website.
Is the company location and
Contact Information clearly
listed and included on every
page in a consistent location.
Does the homepage create a
positive first impression?

X

X

It’s very clear and easy to
navigate.

Landing Page - Is there a clear
call to action

X

Very clear.

X
X

NAVIGATION

X

If secondary navigation is used
throughout the site it is clearly
distinguished as navigation
and useful.

X

e


Main Navigation is easy to
find, read and use.
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Clear & Concise navigation
labels are used in website.

X

The spot for the company logo
is present (place holder) is
linked to the website home
page.
The Site Search facility is
present on the website and is
simple and easy to access like
top right of the page.
The bread crumb navigation is
utilized.
All possible options like
Menus, Links or buttons on
web pages should be visible &
accessible from all the web
CONTENT

X

Headings should be clear and
descriptive.
Make sure that the critical
content should be displayed
on the first screen in average
screen resolution i.e.
Meaningful and self
explanatory titles (in the
<TITLE> tag) should be used
for pages.
All options on header, footer &
left/right navigation are
consistent throughout the
pages.
Hierarch of information makes
sense.
Functionality

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

e


X

I can anywhere from
anywhere.
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X

Check for all broken links on
your web pages & all links are
working correctly.
All content should be legible &
easy to understand.

X

Task Flow - Refer to tasks listed by developer on discussion board
thread.
Tasks to complete.
Eas Har Comments
y
d
X
Task 1. Find the hours
Task 2. Use the navigation bar
to go to DC page

X

Task 3. Get to the FAQs page

X

Final Questions:

Nothing. I find that it’s very clear, well
organized and easy to navigate.

What may be missing? What
else would you like to see?

The only thing missing is images.

What do you like/dislike about
the way it works?

I like how easy the font is to read and
how well organized it is.

e


What could be done to
improve this site?
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USABILITY TESTING SCORECARD
Yes - I agree with the statement
NO - I do not agree with the statement
Provide comments when necessary.
TOPIC

YES

NO

COMMENTS

X

It’s on the left side

IDENTITY
The website logo is prominently place
ion the right top side of the page.
A Proper tagline is used which clearly
states the purpose of the website.

X

Is the company location and and
Contact Information clearly listed and
included on every page in a consistent
location.
Does the homepage create a positive
rst impression?

X

Landing Page - Is there a clear call to
action

X

Assuming the sub header is the
tagline

X

NAVIGATION

X

If secondary navigation is used
throughout the site it is clearly
distinguished as navigation and useful.

X

Clear & Concise navigation labels are
used in website.

X

The spot for the company logo is
present (place holder) is linked to the
website home page.

X

e


Main Navigation is easy to nd, read
and use.
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Covers to click
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The Site Search facility is present on the
website and is simple and easy to access
like top right of the page.

X

The bread crumb navigation is utilized.

X

All possible options like Menus, Links or
buttons on web pages should be visible
& accessible from all the web pages.

X

CONTENT
Headings should be clear and
descriptive.
Make sure that the critical content
should be displayed on the rst screen
in average screen resolution i.e.
1366×768.
Meaningful and self explanatory titles (in
the <TITLE> tag) should be used for
pages.

X

All options on header, footer & left/right
navigation are consistent throughout the
pages.

X

Hierarch of information makes sense.

X

X

X

Functionality
Check for all broken links on your web
pages & all links are working correctly.

X

All content should be legible & easy to
understand.

X

Task Flow - Refer to tasks listed by developer on discussion board thread.

Task 1. Find the hours

X

Task 2. Use the navigation bar to go to
DC page

X

e


Easy

fi

Tasks to complete.

Hard

Comments
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Task 3. Get to the FAQs page

X

Final Questions:

The row of covers and main title (name and sub
header) are approximately visually equal in
intensity, which could maybe be tweaked a bit to
give one more prominence over the other

What may be missing? What else would
you like to see?

Looks good!

What do you like/dislike about the way it
works?

Works in a pretty standard website way, as far as I
can tell

e


What could be done to improve this site?
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TOPIC

YES NO

COMMENTS

IDENTITY
The website logo is prominently
place ion the right top side of the
page.
A
Proper tagline is used which
clearly states the purpose of the
website.
Is the company
location and Contact Information
clearly listed and included on
Does
homepage
create a
every the
page
in a consistent
positive first impression?
Landing Page - Is there a clear
call to action
NAVIGATION

+

Main Navigation is easy to find,
read and use.
If secondary navigation is used
throughout the site it is clearly
distinguished as navigation and
Clear
useful.& Concise navigation
labels are used in website.
The spot for the company logo is
present (place holder) is linked
to the website home page.
The Site Search facility is present
on the website and is simple and
easy to access like top right of
The
bread crumb navigation is
the page.
utilized.
All possible options like Menus,
Links or buttons on web pages
should be visible & accessible
CONTENT
from all the web pages.

+
+

Headings should be clear and
descriptive.

+

+
+
+
+

+
+
+

e


+
+

I really like diagonal lines and
speech clouds.
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Make sure that the critical
content should be displayed on
the first screen in average screen
resolution i.e. 1366×768.
Meaningful and self
explanatory titles (in the <TITLE>
tag)options
shouldon
beheader,
used forfooter
pages.
All
&
left/right navigation are consistent
throughout the pages.
Hierarch of information makes
sense.
Functionality

+
+
+

Since this is an actual store I
would put the address and hours
somewhere higher on the home
page. So visitors should not
scroll the whole page down to

+

Check for all broken links on your
web pages & all links are working
correctly.
All content should be legible &
easy to understand.
Task Flow - Refer to tasks listed by developer on discussion board
thread.
Tasks to complete.
Eas Hard Comments

+
+
y

Task 1. Find the hours

+
+

Task 2. Use the navigation bar
to go to DC page
Task 3. Get to the FAQs page

+

Final Questions:
I am a little confused about the bread
crumb navigation. When I go to
buy>comics>all; the bread crumb says
sell>comics. And if I push the Search
button on the Sell page, I will get the
Buy page. So What is the difference
that
is expected
is in their
places.
What may be missing? What else Everything
between the
Sell
and the Buy
pages?
would you like to see?
What do you like/dislike about the I like the design, layout is organized and
way it works?
convenient. I can easily navigate to
whatever I want.

e


What could be done to improve
this site?
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